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Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let G be a finite group.
 4Let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle, i.e., not necessarily taking its
values in the units of R, and consider the generalized twisted group ring R) G. Ina
this paper we derive criteria for R) G to be a graded maximal R-order, resp. aa
 .hereditary R-order or a maximal R-order in K ) G . Q 1998 Academic Pressa
INTRODUCTION
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let G be a
 4group. Let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle, i.e., not
necessarily taking its values in the units of R, and consider the generalized
 .twisted group ring R) G see Section 1 . In case G s Z, Bavula and Vana
Oystaeyen classified the simple modules over these rings and over gener-
. w xalized crossed products ; see 1 .
Here we shall be concerned with finite groups G. With the generalized
cocycle a we associate cocyles m : G = G ª Z, , by taking exponents inP q
 .the factorization of Ra x, y into prime ideals P of R.
In Section 2, we prove that R) G is a graded maximal R-order ina
 .  4K ) G if and only if m x, y g 0, 1 for all x, y g G. In this case, wea P
obtain information about the graded ideals of R) G. Moreover, undera
< <the additional condition that G is invertible in R, we show that R) G isa
a hereditary R-order in K ) G; see Section 4. Let us also mention that ina
w x 2 .each cohomology class k g H G, Z there is a unique cocycle m such
 .  4that m x, y g 0, 1 for x, y g G; see Theorem 1.3.
To conclude, we derive a criterion for R) G to be a maximal R-ordera
in K ) G; see Theorem 5.8 and Proposition 5.11.a
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1. GENERALIZED 2-COCYCLES
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and let G be a
 4group. A generalized 2-cocycle is a map a : G = G ª R _ 0 such that
 .  .  .  .  . a e, e s 1 and a x, y a xy, z s a x, yz a y, z for all x, y, z g G e
.being the neutral element . To a we associate the R-algebra R) G; asa
 < 4R-module R) G is freely generated by symbols u x g G and multipli-a x
 . .  .cation is defined by au bu s a x, y abu for a, b g R, x, y g G.x y x y
Note that in the special case where a maps G = G into the group of units
 .U R of R, R) G is the classical twisted group ring.a
 .  .  .Remarks. For any x g G, we have a x, e s a e, e s a e, x and
 y1 .  y1 .a x, x s a x , x , and thus u is the unit element of R) G. Further,e a
 y1 .if all a x, x are invertible in R, then a maps G = G into the group of
units of R, as is easily seen.
 4Let a , a 9: G = G ª R _ 0 be generalized 2-cocyles. We write a 9 ¨ a
 4  .  .if there exists a map m: G ª R _ 0 such that a 9 x, y m xy s
 .  .  .  .  .a x, y m x m y for all x, y g G. Observe that m e s 1. If all m x are
invertible in R, then we say that a 9 and a are equivalent over R
 .a 9 ; a . Of course, we can also consider equivalence classes over K.
 < 4Note 1.1. As above, suppose a 9 ¨ a . Let ¨ x g G be a basis ofx
 .  .R) G with ¨ ¨ s a 9 x, y ¨ . Then w : R) G ª R) G: ¨ ¬ m x ua 9 x y x y a 9 a x x
 .and extend by linearity is an injective ring homomorphism. Clearly, w is
 .an isomorphism if and only if all m x are invertible in R.
 .Let us give a different approach. For x g G, put w s m x u inx x
 < 4  .R) G. Then  r w r g R ; R) G and w w s a 9 x, y w . Equalitya x x x a x y x y
 .holds if and only if all m x are invertible in R.
1.2. Cocycles into Dedekind Domains and PIDs
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, let G be a finite
 4group, and let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle. In case
 .  .Ra x, y / R, we may uniquely express Ra x, y as a product of powers
 . m P  x, y.  .of distinct prime ideals P of R, say Ra x, y s P with m x, y gP
N. If a nonzero prime ideal P does not occur in this factorization, then
 .  .  .we set m x, y s 0. Also, if Ra x, y s R, set m x, y s 0 for all P.P P
Clearly, for each nonzero prime ideal P, m : G = G ª Z, is a 2-cocycleP q
 . w x 2 .with m e, e s 0, so m g H G, Z with G acting trivially on Z. NowP P
 .let R be a principal ideal domain. Let P s p , P being a nonzero prime
 .  . m p x, y .  .  .ideal. Then a x, y s b x, y  p with m x, y s m x, y g Np P
 .  .  .and b x, y g U R , the group of units of R. Clearly, b : G = G ª U R
 .is a 2-cocycle and b e, e s 1. Conversely, given a cocycle b : G = G ª
 .  .U R and a finite number of cocycles m: G = G ª Z with values in N ,
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we may construct generalized 2-cocycles. Further, let a 9 be another
generalized 2-cocycle, inducing b9 and mX just as above. Then a 9 ; ap
over K, resp. over R, and a 9 ¨ a can be translated into b9 ; b over R
w X x w x X X  .and m s m , resp. m s m , and m ¨ m defined as for a .p p p p p p
2 .We now prove the following result on H G, Z , G acting trivially on Z.
w x 2 .THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a finite group. Then in each class k g H G, Z ,
w x  .  4there is a unique 2-cocycle m g k such that m x, y g 0, 1 for all
 .x, y g G. Moreo¨er, m is symmetric and m e, e s 0.
Proof. We shall distinguish three cases:
 w x.  : < <Case 1: G Cyclic inspired by 9, 3 . Let G s x and G s n. We
2 . w X x < 4know that H G, Z s m 0 F t - n , where, for 0 F i, j - n,t
0 if i q j - n ,X i jm x , x s ) .  .t  t if i q j G n.
w X xConsider a class m . We define a map m: G ª Z as follows: fort
 i. u v u v0 F i - n, m x s tirn , where q with q g Q stands for the greatest
integer F q. We now define a map m : G = G ª Z by settingt
m x i , x j s ym x i y m x j q m x iq j q mX x i , x j .  .  .  .  .t t
for 0 F i , j - n.
w x w X x  i j.Clearly, m is a symmetric 2-cocycle and m s m . But m x , x cant t t t
be written in the form
ti tj t i q j .
i jm x , x s y y q .t n n n
 i j.  4for all 0 F i, j - n. Consequently, m x , x g 0, 1 .t
Case 2: G Commutative. Now G is isomorphic to a product of cyclic
groups. To simplify the notation, we restrict our attention to the case
 : < <G s G = G with G s x and G s n , i s 1, 2, but the proof carries1 2 i i i i
over to any finite product.
X  .First, consider m : G = G ª Z, defined as in ) , where 0 F t - n ,t i i i ii
i s 1, 2. Now define mX : G = G ª Z by settingt t1 2
mX g , g , h , h s mX g , h q mX g , h .  .  .  . .t t 1 2 1 2 t 1 1 t 2 21 2 1 2
for g , h g G , i s 1, 2. Clearly, mX is a symmetric 2-cocycle. Moreover,i i i t t1 2w X x w X x w X x w X xit is easily checked that m s m , 0 F s - n , implies m s m ,t t s s i i t s1 2 1 2 i i2 .whence t s s , i s 1, 2. But H G, Z contains n n elements, because iti i 1 2
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 w x. 2 .is isomorphic to G see, e.g., 4, p. 63 , and thus we have H G, Z s
w X x < 4m 0 F t - n .t t i i1 2 w X xNow consider a class m . We define a map m: G ª Z as follows: fort t1 2
 i1 i2 . u v0 F i - n and 0 F i - n , m x , x s t i rn q t i rn . Now define1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
m : G = G ª Z byt t1 2
m y , z s ym y y m z q m yz q mX y , z for y , z g G. .  .  .  .  .t t t t1 2 1 2
Obviously, m is a symmetric 2-cocycle equivalent to mX . Further, mt t t t t t1 2 1 2 1 2
can be written in the form
m x i1 , x i2 , x j1 , x j2 .  . .t t 1 2 1 21 2
t i t i t j t j t i q j t i q j .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2s y q y q q q
n n n n n n1 2 1 2 1 2
for all 0 F i , j - n and 0 F i , j - n . So the only values are 0 and 1.1 1 1 2 2 2
Case 3: G Arbitrary. Consider the commutator subgroup G9 of G, and
the homomorphism w : G ª GrG9: x ¬ G9x. To w we associate the
2 . 2 . w xinflation map Inf: H GrG9, Z ª H G, Z , sending a class a to the
 .cohomology class represented by a : G = G ª Z, given by a x, y sÄ Ä
  .  ..a w x , w y . Because G is finite, Z is torsion free, and 2-cocycles from
GrG9 = GrG9 to Z are symmetric, the above inflation map is an isomor-
w xphism; see 4, Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 3.3 .
w x 2 . w x 2 .Now take k g H G, Z . Then there is a class a g H GrG9, Z
w x. w xsuch that Inf a s k . As in Case 2, there is a symmetric 2-cocycle b :
w x w xGrG9 = GrG9 ª Z whose values are 0 and 1 and such that b s a .
ÄPut m s b. Then m has the desired properties.
The uniqueness of the cocycle m is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.4.
w x w x 2 .LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a finite group. Let m s m9 in H G, Z , so
there is a map l: G ª Z such that
m9 x , y q l xy s m x , y q l x q l y for x , y g G. .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  4  .Suppose m e, e s m9 e, e s 0, m x, y g 0, 1 , and m9 x, y g N for all
 .x, y g G. Then l x g N for all x g G.
 .Proof. Suppose there is an element g g G such that l g - 0. Of
course, g n s e for some n g N. We have
l g 2 q m9 g , g s m g , g q l g q l g - 0. .  .  .  . .
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From this we deduce
l g 3 q m9 g , g 2 q m9 g , g s m g , g 2 q l g q l g 2 q m9 g , g .  .  . .  .  .  .
- 0.
 n. ny1  i.Continuing in this manner, we obtain l g q  m9 g, g - 0, andis1
 .  .l e s 0, which contradicts the fact that m9 x, y g N.
Remark 1.5. The cocycle m in Theorem 1.3 has the following addi-
 .tional properties see the proof of Theorem 1.3 : if x g G9 or y g G9,
 .  .  .then m x, y s 0, and if G9x s G9z, then m x, y s m z, y .
Note 1.6. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 all 2-cocycles G = G ª Z with
 4values in 0, 1 are described and they are presented in a nice form, which
is useful for constructing examples. The referee suggested the following
alternative proof, which helps to clarify the existence of these cocycles.
Let G be a finite group and let k: G = G ª Z be a 2-cocycle with
 .k e, e s 0.
Ä .  . .1 Take G s Z = G with multiplication defined by a, x b, y s
  . .a q b q k x, y , xy for all a, b g Z, x, y g G, and consider the associ-
ated exact sequence
i pÄ0 ª Z ª G ª G ª 0.
< <  .  .  .Put G sn. There is a map g : GªZ such that nk x, y sg x qg y y
 .  . y1g xy . Observe that g e s0. We consider the direct product n Z= G
Ä y1 y1 .   . .and we define w : G ª n Z = G by w a, x s a q n g x , x . It is
clear that w is a homomorphism of groups. Furthermore, w induces a
Ä y1 y1 .  .group homomorphism c : G ª n Z, namely c a, x s a q n g x .
 .  .2 Given x g G, choose a g Z such that 0 F c a, x - 1. Now let
Ä  .  .s: G ª G be the section of p given by s x s a, x , with the element a
 .  .defined as above. Note that s e s 0, e . We define m: G = G ª Z by
  ..  .  .  .y1i m x, y s s x s y s xy . Clearly, m is a 2-cocycle equivalent to k,
 .  .   ..and m e, e s 0. This cocycle m can be rewritten as m x, y s c s x q
  ..   ..  .  4c s y y c s xy . As a consequence, m x, y g 0, 1 .
Ä Ä .3 Let H be the kernel of c . For any x g G, t g H,
y1 Ä .   . .   ..    . ..  .ts x s p t x g ker p , entailing c s x s c s p t x . Now p H is a
subgroup of G containing the commutator subgroup G9. It then follows
 .  .that m is a symmetric 2-cocycle. Moreover, m x, y s m hx, h9y for all
Ä .x, y g G, h, h9 g p H .
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1.7. Some Consequences
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let G be a finite
group.
 .  41 Let a , a 9: G = G ª R _ 0 be generalized 2-cocycles, equiva-
lent over K. As in 1.2, we associate with a , resp. a 9, cocycles m , resp.P
mX , from G = G to Z, having values in N. Since a 9 ; a over K,P q
w X x w x 2 .m s m in H G, Z for all P. In this case, a 9 ; a over R iffP P
X  .  4m s m . If, for each P, m x, y g 0, 1 , then from Lemma 1.4 itP P P
 .follows that a 9 ¨ a over R .
 .2 Now assume that R is a principal ideal domain. Let g : G =
 4  .  . k p x, y .G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle, so g x, y s b x, y  p
 .  .  .with b x, y g U R and k x, y g N, p being prime elements; see 1.2.p
w x  .For each p, there is a unique 2-cocycle m g k such that m x, y gp p p
 4  .  . m p x, y .0, 1 for all x, y g G; see Theorem 1.3. Then a x, y s b x, y  p
defines a generalized 2-cocycle equivalent to g over K.
2. GENERALIZED COCYCLES AND GRADED
MAXIMAL ORDERS
Throughout this section, R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K
and G is a finite group. Recall that an R-order in a finite-dimensional
K-algebra Q is a subring A of Q, having the same unit element as Q and
satisfying the following conditions: A is a finitely generated R-submodule
of Q and K ? A s Q.
 4Now let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle. As in 1.2, we
associate with a cocycles k : G = G ª Z, having values in N expo-P q
 . .nents in the factorization of Ra x, y into prime ideals P . As before, let
 < 4u x g G denote a basis of R) G.x a
 .Remark 2.1. 1 Let T be a graded subring of K ) G which is ana
R-order in K ) G. Then T s [ I u , where each I is a fractionala x x xx g G
R-ideal, that is, a finitely generated R-submodule of K such that K ? I s K.x
 .Moreover, 1 g I and I I a x, y ; I for all x, y g G. In particular,e x y x y
I I ; I , and thus I s R. The above relation is equivalent toe e e e
y1  .I I I Ra x, y ; R. If I / R, we may uniquely express I as a productx y x y x x
rP  x .  .of powers of distinct prime ideals P of R, say I s  P with r x g Z.x P
 .If a prime ideal P / 0 does not occur, then we put r x s 0. Also, ifP
 .I s R, set r x s 0 for all P. Now, for each P, define t : G = G ª Z,x P P q
 .  .  .  .  .by setting t x, y s yr xy q r x q r y q k x, y .P P P P P
 .  .Clearly, t is a 2-cocycle equivalent to k , t e, e s 0, and t x, y g NP P P P
by the above relation between the fractional R-ideals.
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 .2 Conversely, for each nonzero prime ideal P, consider a cocycle
 .  .t : G = G ª Z, equivalent to k , with t x, y g N and t e, e s 0,P q P P P
but let only a finite number be nonzero. So there are maps r : G ª ZP
 .connecting t and k just as in 1 , only a finite number being nonzero.P P
Now, for x g G, define I s  P rP  x .; we agree to put P 0 s R. Thenx
T s [ I u is a graded subring of K ) G which is an R-order. Notex x ax g G
that the map r , connecting t and k , is unique.P P P
For each P, there is a unique 2-cocycle m : G = G ª Z, equivalentP q
 .  4to k such that m x, y g 0, 1 for all x, y g G; see Theorem 1.3.P P
 .  .  .So there are maps l : G ª Z such that m x, y s yl xy q l x qP P P P
 .  .  .l y q k x, y , x, y g G. By Lemma 1.4, we have l x F 0 for allP P P
x g G. Using the maps l , we construct a graded subring A of K ) G justP a
 .as in Remark 2.1 2 . We prove:
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be as abo¨e and let T be any graded subring of
K ) G which is an R-order in K ) G. Then T ; A.a a
 .Proof. We associate with T maps r and t just as in Remark 2.1 1 .P P
Combining the relation between t and k with that between m and k ,P P P P
we obtain
t x , y s l xy y r xy y l x q r x y l y .  .  .  .  .  .P P P P P P
qr y q m x , y for x , y g G. .  .P P
 .  .So, by Lemma 1.4, yl x q r x G 0 for all x g G. From this we deduceP P
that T ; A.
A graded subring of K ) G, which is an R-order, is called a gr-maximala
R-order in K ) G if it is not properly contained in any other gradeda
subring of K ) G which is an R-order. So Proposition 2.2 gives:a
COROLLARY 2.3. The graded ring A, defined abo¨e, is the unique gr-maxi-
mal R-order in K ) G.a
 4As before, let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle and
consider the cocycles k : G = G ª Z, associated with a . We have:P q
 .THEOREM 2.4. 1 Let T be a graded subring of K ) G which is ana
 .  4R-order. If , for each P, k x, y g 0, 1 for all x, y g G, then T ; R) G.P a
So R) G is the unique gr-maximal R-order in K ) G.a a
 .2 If there is a prime ideal P in R and elements x, y g G such that
 .  4k x, y f 0, 1 , then R) G is not a gr-maximal R-order.P a
 .Proof. 1 With the notation as above, we have k s m and A sP P
R) G. Now apply Proposition 2.2.a
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 .  .2 As before, let l connect m and k . We know that l g F 0P P P P
 .for all g g G. From the hypothesis, it then follows that l x - 0 orP
 .l y - 0. Therefore R) G ; A.P a /
3. STRUCTURE OF R) Ga
Throughout this section, R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K
 4and G is a finite group. Further, a : G = G ª R _ 0 is a generalized
2-cocycle and, as in 1.2, we associate with a cocycles m : G = G ª Z,P q
  . .exponents in the factorization of Ra x, y into prime ideals P . We
 .  4  < 4assume that m x, y g 0, 1 for all x, y g G. Again, let u x g GP x
denote a basis of R) G.a
 <  y1 . 4We set H s g g G a g, g is invertible in R . Observe that g g H
 y1 .if and only if m g, g s 0 for all P.P
 .LEMMA 3.1. 1 H is a normal subgroup of G and GrH is a commutati¨ e
group.
 .  .  .2 For any g g G, h g H, a g, h and a h, g are in¨ertible in R.
 . y1Proof. 1 Obviously, e g H, and g g H implies g g H. Let now h,
 .t g H, which means that u and u are invertible in R) G. But a h, t uh t a ht
s u u , whence u is invertible in R) G. Further, if g is an elementh t ht a
 y1 .of the commutator subgroup G9, then m g, g s 0 for all P; see Re-P
 .mark 1.5. Thus G9 ; H. The assertions stated in 1 now follow.
 .  .  y1 .  y1 .  .2 We have a g, h a gh, h s a h, h ; hence a g, h is in-
 .vertible in R and similarly for a h, g .
We set S s R) H, S ; R) G. Note that S is a classical twisted groupa a
 .ring by Lemma 3.1 2 .
 .y1  .  y1 .y1 y1For g g G, h g H, we have u u u s a g, h a ghg , g ug h g g h g
in K ) G. Now Lemma 3.1 implies that u u uy1 g S. Then we have thea g h g
following result, which can easily be verified:
 .  .y1LEMMA 3.2. For each g g G, define s : S ª S by s u s u u u ,g g h g h g
extended by linearity. Then s is an isomorphism of rings, ha¨ing s y1 asg g
 .in¨erse. Moreo¨er, s : G ª Aut S : g ¬ s is a homomorphism of groups.R g
3.3. Decomposition of R) Ga
Now let g , . . . , g be a set of right coset representatives of H in G, and1 r
 .choose g s e. Let g g G. Thus g s hg for some h g H. Then a h, g1 i i
 .y1is invertible in R by Lemma 3.1 and u s a h, g u u . Thereforeg i h g ir  .R) G s [ Su . Moreover, u s s s s u for all s g S, and u u sa g g g g g gis1 i i i i i j
 .  .y1a g , g a h, g u u for some h g H.i j k h gk
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 .  .  .LEMMA 3.4. 1 Let x, y g G; then a x, y s ¨a y, x for some in¨ert-
ible element ¨ of R.
 .2 Let g , g be as in 3.3; then u u s su u for some in¨ertiblei j g g g gi j j i
element s of S.
 .Proof. 1 The cocycles m are symmetric; see Theorem 1.3. ThereforeP
 .  .  .Ra x, y s Ra y, x , and assertion 1 follows.
 .2 Since GrH is commutative, g g s hg g for some h g H. Wei j j i
 .  .y1  .y1have u u s a g , g a g , g a h, g g u u u , and we use asser-g g i j j i j i h g gi j j i
 .  .tion 1 and Lemma 3.1 2 .
 .Remark 3.5. 1 Evidently, s in Lemma 3.2 gives a group homomor-
  ..  .phism G ª Aut Z S , where Z S denotes the center of S. SinceR
 .  .s s s s for all h g H and s g Z S , the above map induces a grouph
  ..homomorphism GrH ª Aut Z S .R
 .2 Analogously as in Lemma 3.2, we obtain a group homomorphism
 .  .  .y1t : H ª Aut R) G , setting t u s u u u , h g H, g g G.R a h g h g h
We can now prove:
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.6. 1 For any g g G, we ha¨e u R) G s R) G u .g a a g
 . 2 E¨ery graded left ideal L of R) G is also a right ideal similarly fora
.graded right ideals .
 .  .  .y1Proof. 1 First, note that u s s s s u and su s u s s for allg g g g g g
s g S; see Lemma 3.2. Now we consider u u and we write g s hg forg g ij
 .some h g H g as in 3.3 . By Lemma 3.4, u u s su u for some s g S.i g g g gi j j i
 .  .So we get u u u s t su u u , t as in Remark 3.5 2 , and this showsh g g h g h gi j j i
 .  .y1that u u g R) G u . On the other hand, u u u s u t u u .g g a g g h g h h g gj j i j i
 .y1Using Lemma 3.4 and s , we obtain u u g u R) G .g g g g ai j
 .  .2 We have L s [ L l Ru . Take ru g L with r g R. Forg gg g G
 .any x g G, ru u s aru for some a g R) G by virtue of assertion 1 .g x g a
Therefore ru u g L, completing the proof.g x
Next, we shall prove that gr-prime ideals are gr-maximal. We need the
following elementary fact:
LEMMA 3.7. Let L be a nonzero graded ideal of R) G. Then L l Ru / 0a g
for all g g G.
Proof. Suppose L l Ru s0 for some g g G. We have Ls[ Llg x g G
.  y1 .y1Ru and we take ru g L, r g R. Then u ru s ra gx , x u g L lx x g x x g
Ru , whence r s 0. This yields L s 0, a contradiction.g
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Now let P be a proper graded ideal of R) G. We say that P is aa
gr-prime ideal if IJ ; P implies I ; P or J ; P for every pair of graded
ideals I, J in R) G. Further, P is called a gr-maximal ideal if it is nota
properly contained in any other graded ideal I / R) G. Clearly, a gr-a
maximal ideal is gr-prime.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let P be a proper graded ideal of R) G. If P is aa
gr-prime ideal, then P is gr-maximal.
Proof. Put A s R) G. Let I be a proper graded ideal of A anda
assume that P ; I. Then P l Ru ; I l Ru and I l Ru / Ru . Sincee e e e
Aru is a graded ideal of A for all r g R, P l Ru is a prime ideale e
of Ru ( R. Moreover, P l Ru / 0 by Lemma 3.7. Consequently, P le e
Ru s I l Ru , because R is a Dedekind domain.e e
 .Now I s [ I l Ru . Take any ru g I, r g R. It is clear thatg gg g G
 .nru g I l Ru for some n g N. By Proposition 3.6, Aru is a gradedg e g
 .ntwo-sided ideal of A. So we obtain Aru ; P and thus ru g P. There-g g
fore I s P.
 .Remark 3.9. 1 Let R be an arbitrary domain, let G be a finite group,
 4  y1 .and let a : G = G ª R _ 0 be a generalized 2-cocycle. If a g, g is
 .  .invertible in R for all g g G9 the commutator subgroup and Ra x, y s
 .Ra y, x for all x, y g G, then the results in this section remain true
except Proposition 3.8. In Proposition 3.8 we need the assumption that R
is a Dedekind domain.
 .2 In Note 1.6 we considered 2-cocycles m: G = G ª Z with values
Ä 4in 0, 1 . Let p and c be as in Note 1.6 and set H s ker c . Then it is
y1 Ä .  .easily verified that m g, g s 0 if and only if g g p H .
4. GENERALIZED COCYCLES AND
HEREDITARY ORDERS
Throughout this section, R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K,
 4G is a finite group, and a : G = G ª R _ 0 is a generalized 2-cocycle. As
in 1.2, we associate with a cocycles m : G = G ª Z and we assume thatP
 .  4m x, y g 0, 1 for all x, y g G.P
In this section we investigate whether R) G is a hereditary order.a
Moreover, we get more information about graded ideals. We begin with a
 .result generalizing Proposition 3.6 2 .
LEMMA 4.1. E¨ery graded left R) G-submodule L of K ) G is also aa a
 .right R) G-module similarly for graded right modules . Moreo¨er, L / 0a
implies L l Ku / 0 for all g g G.g
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 .Proof. We have L s [ L l Ku and we proceed as in the proofsgg g G
 .of Proposition 3.6 2 and Lemma 3.7.
Now let L be a nonzero graded R) G-submodule of K ) G, which isa a
finitely generated over R. By the second statement in Lemma 4.1, KL s
K ) G. So L is a full R-lattice in K ) G. The left order of L in K ) G isa a a
 .  < 4defined as O L s q g K ) G qL ; L and the right order of L isl a
 .  < 4defined as O L s q g K ) G Lq ; L .r a
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let L be as abo¨e. Then O L s O L s R) G.l r a
 .  .Proof. As is well known, O L is an R-order, and O L is a gradedl l
 .subring of K ) G. Indeed, let  l u g O L with l g K. For anya x g G x x l x
 .  .g g G,  l u L l Ku ; L and L s [ L l Ku . Thereforex x g yy g G
 .  .  .l u L l Ku ; L, and so l u g O L . Note also that R) G ; O L .x x g x x l a l
But R) G is a gr-maximal R-order in K ) G by Proposition 2.4; hence ita a
 .  .follows that O L s R) G. A similar argument shows that O L sl a r
R) G.a
y1  <Again, let L be as above. We now consider L s q g K ) G LqL ;a
4L . By Lemma 4.2, we have at once
y1 < <L s q g K ) G Lq ; R) G s q g K ) G qL ; R) G . 4  4a a a a
y1  .It is easily verified that L is a nonzero graded left and right R) G-a
submodule of K ) G and that Ly1 is finitely generated over R. In case La
is a nonzero graded ideal of R) G, we have R) G ; Ly1. We need thea a
following lemma:
LEMMA 4.3. Let I be a nonzero graded ideal of R) G. If Iy1 s R) G,a a
then I s R) G.a
w xProof. The proof is a graded version of the one in 7, Lemma 23.4 . The
proof relies on Proposition 3.8.
We are now ready to prove:
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let L be a nonzero graded R) G-submodule of K ) G,a a
which is finitely generated o¨er R. Then LLy1 s R) G s Ly1L.a
 w x. y1Proof Analogous to 7, 23.5 . Set I s LL . It is easily seen that I is
a nonzero graded ideal of R) G. We have LLy1Iy1 s IIy1 ; R) G,a a
y1 y1 y1 y1  y1 .  y1 .and thus L I ; L . This gives I ; O L , and O L s R) Gr r a
by Lemma 4.2. But R) G ; Iy1 ; hence we obtain Iy1 s R) G. There-a a
fore I s R) G by Lemma 4.3. A similar reasoning shows that Ly1L sa
R) G.a
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A graded ring A is called left gr-hereditary if every graded left ideal of
A is a projective left A-module. From Proposition 4.4 we deduce:
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let L be as in Proposition 4.4. Then L is a projecti¨ e
 .left and right R) G-module. In particular, R) G is left and right gr-a a
hereditary.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, Ly1L s R) G, and thus 1 s s q l fora is1 i i
some q g Ly1, l g L. Since q g Ly1, we have R) G-linear maps w :i i i a i
 .L ª R) G: l ¬ lq . So for each l g L, l s w l l , proving that L is aa i i i
projective left R) G-module. A similar reasoning shows that L is aa
projective right R) G-module.a
< <PROPOSITION 4.6. If G is in¨ertible in R, then R) G is left and righta
hereditary.
wProof. The statement follows from Proposition 4.5 and 5, Theorem
x4.10 .
w xNote 4.7. Along the same lines as 7, Theorem 23.6 , we may prove that
every nonzero graded ideal of R) G is uniquely expressible as a producta
 .of gr-prime graded ideals of R) G, and multiplication of gr-prime idealsa
is commutative.
5. GENERALIZED COCYCLES AND MAXIMAL ORDERS
We begin with a result on maximal orders, based on an idea of M. Van
den Bergh.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let R be a complete discrete ¨aluation ring with quo-
tient field K. Let Q be a finite-dimensional semisimple K-algebra and let A be
 .a hereditary R-order in Q. We denote the Jacobson radical of A by J A .
Then A is a maximal R-order in Q if and only if the following condition is
 .satisfied: for each central idempotent h of ArJ A there exists a central
  ..idempotent « of A such that h s « image in ArJ A .
 4Proof. Let e , . . . , e be the set of primitive central nonzero idempo-1 t
tents of Q. Thus Q s Qe [ ??? [ Qe . Let L be the center of Qe and let1 t i i
S be the integral closure of R in L , i s 1, . . . , t. Then A s Ae [ ??? [i i 1
wAe and each Ae is a hereditary S -order in Qe ; see 7, Theorems 10.8t i i i
x and 10.9 . Since R is complete, each S is a discrete valuation ring withi
. w xquotient field L . Now we may apply 7, Theorem 18.4 , entailing that Aei i
 .is a maximal S -order in Qe if and only if the Jacobson radical J Ae isi i i
 .the unique maximal ideal of Ae . But Ae rJ Ae is a semisimple artiniani i i
w xring; see 7, Theorem 6.15 .
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Consequently, Ae is a maximal S -order if and only if the only centrali i
 .idempotents of Ae rJ Ae are 0 and the unit element e . We now observei i i
that the only central idempotents of Ae are 0 and the unit element e ,i i
because L Ae s Qe . So we obtain that Ae is a maximal S -order if andi i i i i
only if Ae satisfies the following condition: for each central idempotent hi
 .of Ae rJ Ae there exists a central idempotent « of Ae such that « s h.i i i
w x tNext, from 7, Theorem 10.5 it follows that A s [ Ae is a maximaliis1
R-order in Q if and only if each Ae is a maximal S -order in Qe . Oni i i
 .  .  .the other hand, J A s J Ae [ ??? [ J Ae and thus we have a ring iso-1 t
 .  .  .morphism w : Ae rJ Ae = ??? = Ae rJ Ae ª ArJ A , defined by1 1 t t
 .w a , . . . , a s  a with a g Ae . Moreover, given « s  « with « g1 t i i i i i i
Ae , then « is a central idempotent of A if and only if each « is a centrali i
idempotent of Ae . A similar observation holds for idempotents ini
 .[ Ae rJ Ae . Combining these facts, gives the desired result.i ii
If we drop the assumption that R is complete, then we have:
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let R be a discrete ¨aluation ring with quotient field K.
Let Q be a finite-dimensional separable K-algebra and let A be a hereditary
R-order in Q. Then A is a maximal R-order in Q if and only if the following
Ã Ã .  .condition is satisfied: for each central idempotent h of ArJ A ( ArJ A
Ã Ã Ãthere exists a central idempotent « of A such that h s « , where A s R m AR
Ãand R denotes the P-adic completion of R.
Ã Ã Ã .  . w xProof. Note that ArJ A ( ArJ A by 7, Theorem 18.2 . Let K be
Ã Ã Ã Ãthe quotient field of R, and set Q s K m Q. Clearly, Q is a finite-dimen-K
Ã Ã Ã Ãsional semisimple K-algebra. Further, A is an R-order in Q, which is
w x w xhereditary; see 7, Theorem 3.30 . Moreover, by 7, Theorem 11.5 , A is a
Ã Ã Ãmaximal R-order in Q if and only if A is a maximal R-order in Q. This
proves the proposition.
Remark 5.3. Let A be an arbitrary ring and let I be an ideal of A
 .contained in the Jacobson radical J A . Let « , « 9 be idempotents of A
with «« 9 s « 9« . If « s « 9 in ArI, then « s « 9. Indeed, « 9 s «« 9; hence
 .  .« 9 y «« 9 g J A , and « 9 y «« 9 is an idempotent of A. But J A contains
no nonzero idempotent, and thus « 9 s «« 9. Similarly, « s «« 9.
From now on, R is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal P and
 4quotient field K. Further, G is a finite group and a : G = G ª R _ 0 is a
generalized 2-cocycle. As in 1.2, we associate with a a 2-cocycle m:
 . m x, y .  .  4G = G ª Z; thus Ra x, y s P , and we assume that m x, y g 0, 1
 <  y1 .for all x, y g G. As in Section 3, we set H s g g G a g, g invertible
4  4in R , S s R) H, and g s e, g , . . . , g is a set of right coset represen-a 1 2 r
 < 4tatives of H in G. As before, let u x g G denote a basis of R) G.x a
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In order to apply the preceding result to R) G, we need some informa-a
 .tion about the Jacobson radical J R) G .a
PROPOSITION 5.4. Set A s R) G. With the notation as abo¨e, we ha¨ea
 .  .J A s J S [ Su [ ??? [ Su .g g2 r
 .Proof. First, we show that u g J A , 2 F i F r. We observe thatg in  .ng s e for some n g N; hence u g Ru . But u is not invertible ini g e gi i
 .nR) G, and thus u g Pu . By Proposition 3.6, Au s u A and hencea g e g gi i i
 .n  .  .Au ; PA. Now, PA ; J A and ArJ A is a semisimple artinian ring;g i
w x  .see 7, Theorem 6.15 . Therefore Au ; J A .g ir  .  .Next, A s [ Su see 3.3 , and Au s u A. This yields J A lg g gis1 i i i
 . w x r  .S s J S ; see 8, Prop. 2.5.33 . We also observe that  s u g J A ,is1 i g i
 .with s g S, implies s u g J A . The statement now follows.i 1 e
PROPOSITION 5.5. Set A s R) G and let S be as abo¨e.a
 .  .  .  .  .1 c : SrJ S ª ArJ A : s q J S ¬ s q J A is an isomorphism
of R-algebras.
 . < <  .2 If H is in¨ertible in R, then J S s PS.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 Since J A l S s J S , the map is well defined and injec-
r  .tive. Further, A s [ Su and u g J A for 2 F i F r ; hence the mapg gis1 i i
is surjective.
 .  .2 For any x, y g H, a x, y is invertible in R; see Lemma 3.1. Set
 .  .a x, y s a x, y q P in RrP, for all x, y g H. Then RrP ) H is aa
< <classical twisted group ring, isomorphic to SrPS. If H is invertible in R,
< <i.e., H / 0 in RrP, then RrP) H is a semisimple artinian ring.a
 .  .Therefore J SrPS s 0 and thus J S ; PS. On the other hand, we have
 .PS ; J S , since S is finitely generated over R.
We also need the following lemma:
LEMMA 5.6. We assume that R is a complete discrete ¨aluation ring and
< <that H is in¨ertible in R. Set A s R) G. Then:a
 .  .1 For each central idempotent h of ArJ A , there exists a central
  ..idempotent « of S such that h s « s « q J A .
 .2 If e is a central idempotent of A, then e g S.
 . y1 .  .Proof. 1 By Proposition 5.5, c h is a central idempotent of SrJ S
 .and J S s PS. Since R is complete, there exists a central idempotent «
y1 . w xof S such that c h s « q PS; see 3, Theorem 12.9 . Obviously, h s
 .« q J A .
 .  .2 Since e is a central idempotent of ArJ A , there is a central
idempotent « of S such that e s « . Now Remark 5.3 yields e s « .
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Remark 5.7. If we drop the assumption on the cocycle m: G = G ª Z
 y1 .and we merely assume that a g, g is invertible in R for all g g G9 and
 .  .Ra x, y s Ra y, x for all x, y g G, then the results in Propositions 5.4
and 5.5 and Lemma 5.6 remain true.
We are now ready to derive a criterion for R) G to be a maximala
Ã Ãorder. Let R denote the P-adic completion of R, and K the quotient field
Ã Ã Ã Ãof R. We observe that PR is the maximal ideal of R and PR l R s P.
Ã Ã m x, y . .  .Now Ra x, y s PR for x, y g G. Note that we still assume
 .  4  y1 .m x, y g 0, 1 . Moreover, a g, g is invertible in R if and only if
y1 Ã Ã Ã Ã .a g, g is invertible in R. We set A s R) G, A s R) G, and S sa a
Ã  .R) H H as before . Further, as in Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.5, there is aa
Ã Ã  ..  .group homomorphism s : GrH ª Aut Z S , where Z S denotes theÄ R
Ã Ã .  .center of S. Given s g Z S and g s Hg g as before , we havei i i
y1 Ã .  .  .s s s s s s u s u in K ) G. We now prove:Äg g g g ai i i i
< <THEOREM 5.8. Keep the abo¨e notation and assume that G is in¨ertible
in R. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A s R) G is a maximal R-order in K ) G.a a
Ã Ã .2 If e is a central idempotent of S, then e is in the center of A.
Ã .3 GrH acts tri¨ ially on the central idempotents e of S, that is,
 .s e s e for i s 1, . . . , r.g i
< <Proof. Note that K ) G is a separable K-algebra, because G / 0a
in K.
Ã .  .  .1 « 2 By Proposition 5.5, e q J A is a central idempotent of
Ã Ã .ArJ A . From Proposition 5.2, we know that there exists a central idempo-
Ã Ã Ã .tent « of A such that e s « in ArJ A . But then e s « by Remark 5.3,
 .and assertion 2 follows.
 .  . < <2 « 1 The assumptions on G and on the cocycle m imply that
A is a hereditary R-order in K ) G; see Proposition 4.6. Now let h be aa
Ã Ã .central idempotent of ArJ A . By Lemma 5.6, there exists a central
Ã Ã Ã .idempotent e of S such that h s e in ArJ A . Now e is in the center of
ÃA; hence A is a maximal R-order by Proposition 5.2
 .  .2 « 3 This is clear.
 .  .  .y13 « 2 Let ggG. Then gshg for some hgH, and u e u si g g
y1 y1 Ã .  .u u e u u in K ) G.h g g h ai i
5.9. Action of G on RrP) Ha
 .For any x, y g H, a x, y is invertible in R; see Lemma 3.1. Define a :
 .  4  .  .G = G ª RrP _ 0 by a x, y s a x, y q P, and consider the classi-
cal twisted group ring RrP) H s S. Obviously, w : S ª S:  r u ¬a h h
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 r u , with r s r q P, is a surjective ring homomorphism whose kernelh h h h
is PS.
 .Now let s : G ª Aut S be as in Lemma 3.2. Clearly, if s g PS, then
 .   ..   ..s s g PS. So, for g g G, we may define s : S ª S by s w s s w s sg g g g
 .with s g S. The map s is an isomorphism of rings and s : G ª Aut S :g
g ¬ s is a homomorphism of groups.g
Ã Ã ÃRemark 5.10. We observe that j: RrP ª RrPR: r q P ¬ r q PR is
an isomorphism of rings. So the map w extends to a ring homomorphism
y1Ã Ã .  .w : S ª S as follows: set w  a u s  r u with r s j a q PR ,Ã Ã h h h h h h
Ã Ãfor h g H, a g R. The kernel of w is PS. As before, for g g G, considerÃh
Ã Ãs : S ª S; it is an extension of the action of G on S. It is easily seen thatg
Ã  ..   ..s w s s w s s for all s g S.Ã Ãg g
PROPOSITION 5.11. Keep the abo¨e notation. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
Ã .  .1 For each central idempotent « of S, s « s « for i s 1, . . . , rg i
 .see Theorem 5.8 .
 .  .2 For each central idempotent h of S s RrP) H, s h s h fora g i
i s 1, . . . , r.
Proof. Let w be as in Remark 5.10.Ã
Ã .  .  .1 « 2 There exists a central idempotent « of S such that w «Ã
w x   ..   ..  .s h; see 3, Theorem 12.9 . Now s w « s w s « s w « .Ã Ã Ãg gi i
 .  .  .  .2 « 1 Obviously, w « is a central idempotent of S. Thus w «Ã Ã
  ..   ..  .s s w « s w s « . From Remark 5.3 it then follows that « s s « .Ã Ãg g gi i i
Note 5.12. Let G be a commutative group and let a be a symmetric
  .  4.generalized 2-cocycle still assuming m x, y g 0, 1 . Then R) G is aa
< <commutative ring. So if G is invertible in R, then R) G is a maximala
R-order in K ) G by Theorem 5.8. Of course, this result can also bea
derived from Proposition 4.6.
 :Example 5.13. Let G be the dihedral group of order 6, so G s a, b
with a3 s e, b2 s e, and ba s a2 b. Let p be a prime number, p / 2,
p / 3, and set R s Z , that is, the localization of Z at the prime ideal p.
pZ. Note that the order of G is invertible in R. As in the proof
of Theorem 1.3, we construct a 2-cocycle m: G = G ª Z, such thatq
 .  4   24.  i .  i.m x, y g 0, 1 using G9 s e, a, a . More precisely, m a , x s m x, a
 i j .s 0 for x g G and 0 F i - 3, and m a b, a b s 1 for 0 F i, j - 3. Now
 4consider the generalized 2-cocycle a : G = G ª R _ 0 , defined by
 . m x, y .  24a x, y s p for x, y g G. Clearly, H s e, a, a , S is equal to the
 4group ring RH, and e, b is a set of right coset representatives of H in G.
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 .We now consider the group ring S s Z H Z s ZrpZ . Let L be ap p
field extension of Z which contains all the third roots of unity. Then LHp
is a split semisimple L-algebra. The characters from LH to L afforded by
 i.the simple LH-modules are x , x , x , defined as follows: x a s 1,1 2 3 1
 i. i  i. 2 ix a s z , and x a s z for 0 F i - 3, where z is a primitive third2 3
 .root of unity in L. The primitive central nonzero idempotents of LH are
1  .y1given by the formula h s  x u u , j s 1, 2, 3. So we havej hg H j h h3
1 1 2
2 2h s u q u q u , h s u q z u q z u , .  .1 e a a 2 e a a3 3
1 2
2h s u q z u q z u . .3 e a a3
1  .2Note that h q h s 2u y u y u . On the other hand, s s I and2 3 e a a e3
 .i 2 is u s u , 0 F i - 3.b a a
Applying Theorem 5.8 and Proposition 5.11 yields: R) G is a maximala
R-order if and only if Z does not contain a primitive third root of unity.p
So R) G is a maximal R-order for p s 5 and R) G is not a maximala a
R-order for p s 7.
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